THE FICTION
TIMES
Read through our collection of
summaries and step insides we
created using the fiction books
we read during our I.D.R.
What deep thinkers we are!

THE FICTION TIMES
You should tell people the truth
SUMMARY

The book I read was Jamaica’s Find. The story takes place in
the park with no one there she found a stuffed toy and she
took it to the lost and found and she did steal the toy.and the
next day she found the girl that it belong to and she was
really happy and they played and played the brother and
mom and dad yells get it of the table .
The main characters are Jamaica and Kristin.
The problem in the story is Kristin lost a toy.
The first main event that happened is Jamaica found a toy.
The second main event that happened is she took it home to
her family.
The third main event that happened is she found the owner
of the toy.
The story ended when the toy was returned to the owner.
The theme of the story is honesty.

STEP INSIDE
I am Jamaica and I see this old dog on the grass
he could be anyone in this whole park
I think it would belong to someone just like me
I will take it to the lost and found
I wonder if they we be back tomorrow it might
be so special
I felt sad that someone lost a stuffed toy
because it might be their favorite toy.

THE FICTION TIMES
SUMMARY

Try your best.

The book I read is called Revolutionary War on
Wednesday. The story takes place in 1799.The
main characters are Jack and Annie.The
problem is the “redcoats,”were wining the
patriots were losing.The first main event that
happen is that Jack and Annie were going to the
civil war.The second main event that happened
is Jack and Annie meet George Washington.The
third main event is the Patriots won the
war.The story ended when Jack and Annie
came home.The theme of the story is courage.

STEP INSIDE
I think that the patriots will have freedom. I wonder will the
patriots have another war and loose the war and the United
states have no freedom.I worry that the patriots will give up
and loose.I see that the patriots are winning and have victory
and stay with freedom.I feel happy that my country won and
that we tried our best and our work played off.I wonder will the
patriots have another war.

THE FICTION TIMES
Always Be Careful
SUMMERY
My book title is Dinosaurs Before Dark. The story takes place in
the time of the dinosaurs. The main characters are Jack and
Annie. The problem in the story is that Jack and Annie go to the
time of the dinosaurs and need to make it home by dark. The
first main event that happened is that Jack and Annie find a tree
house and take themselves to the time of the dinosaurs. The
second main event is that they explore the dinosaurs without
getting noticed. The third main event is when Jack and Annie
get a ride on a dinosaur. The story ended when Jack and Annie
get home safely. The theme is Cooperation.

STEP INSIDE
I am the character Annie. I am going to tell you about my
adventure when me and my brother, Jack went to the time of
the dinosaurs. It all started when l saw a flash of light. I woke
up Jack and we went to explore the mysterious light. We
found a tree house and went up the ladder. My brother found
a book about dinosaurs and flipped it open. He felt a picture
and wished that he could see a dinosaur. Then, we felt the tree
house spinning. Before we knew it, we caught sight of a
dinosaur! We headed down the ladder. We explored the
dinosaurs for a little bit. Soon, we figured that it was time to
go home. We raced to the tree house. Just as we climbed in the
tree house,Jack realized that he forgot his backpack on the hill,
and we needed the Pennsylvania book to get home. Jack
bolted down the ladder and got his backpack. As he got ready
to head to the tree house, a T-Rex separated me and Jack. Jack
hid until it was safe to come out. He bolted down the hill and
scrambled into the tree house. We wished to go home, and we
felt the tree house spinning again and before we knew it, we
were home. That is the story of my adventure of the dinosaurs.

THE FICTION TIMES
Never Break a Promise
SUMMARY
I chose the book Curious George Rides a Bike.
The story takes place in a circus & a pond.
The main characters are Curious George, the circus
director, the man with the yellow hat, Bill & the
circus workers.
The problem in the story is that Curious George
saw a pond and he saw 2 little boy’s playing with
there boat and he saw a man fishing. So so fast
Curious George got so excited that he wanted a
boat right away and he thought a little to much
about that so he academically used Bill’s
Newspaper’s for a boats. The first main event that
happened is that Curious George got a new bike.
The second main event that happened is that he
saw a pond. The third main event that happened is
that he got invited to a circus play and he did
tricks on his bike. The story ended in the evening.
The theme of the story is that show courage.

STEP INSIDE
• I think that I really did a huge
mistake here.
• I wonder can I use my bugle to
save the baby bear.
• I wonder Instead of blowing my
bugle I wish I could dash and
save the baby bear on my own.
• I see that the baby bear is
dashing to a tree so fast.
• I feel so happy because now I can
do trick on my bike.

THE FICTION TIMES
Have courage to cure sicknesses
SUMMARY
I’ve been reading A Day At The Office
Of Dr.Bugspit.The story takes place in
a outer space hospital/clinic.The main
character is Dr.Bugspit.The problem is
that all the aliens are getting weird
sicknesses.the first main event is
Dr.Bugspit says he is the #1 Doctor in
the whole galaxy.the second event is a
lot of people are getting weird
sicknesses.The 2nd event is a lot of
people are getting weird diseases.The
last event is when Dr.Bugspit gets a
weird disease.The theme of this story is
courage.

STEP INSIDE

Hi I’m Dr.Bugspit the #1 doctoring the
galaxy.I have lots of patients with really
weird diseases.Right now I have a very
weird sickness.I just made a really weird
noise.I NEED a doctor A.S.A.P!Something
yellow came out of my nose and I am
completely creeped out!!!Some of my
patients have very weird diseases such as
their husband is a cooking pot or their
melting.I have a very modern office with a
pillow,electric train set,desk,and my
monkey action figures to pass time when I
don’t have any patients.As I said I’m

the #1 doctor in the galaxy!!!

THE FICTION TIMES

Accept What Happened In the Past !!!
SUMMARY
I am reading the book The Tiger Rising. It's a sad story which is also beautiful at the same
time. It was truly a gem. Even if it was hauntingly sad. This is the book I will be summarizing.
This quiet but haunting story takes place at the Kentucky Star, which is a motel in Florida.
This motel is owned by Beauchamp. Beauchamp says he's rich but he just wants to show off. The
Kentucky Star isn't a very luxury motel. In fact, it looks very dirty.
The 4 main characters are: Rob, who's the boy who has a rash that he somehow knows is
never going to heal. Sistine, the girl who is quite rough and is Rob’s best friend. The tiger, who's a
tiger (obviously) that Sistine and Rob try to free. Willie May, she's the housekeeper of the Kentucky
Star.
The problem in this great book is that Sistine and Rob have to free the tiger, but after they
freed the tiger Rob’s dad kills it. Rob's mom died and he is determined not to cry. But he doesn't
express his feelings which makes things harder.
The first main event that happened is that Rob finds a TIGER that was captured in the
forest that is near the Kentucky Star which Beauchamp says he owns. That's why this story was
written. Rob really likes this tiger but it wasn't him who wanted to free the tiger. It was Sistine.
The second main event that happened is that Rob meets Sistine. Sistine is Rob’s best
friend. She’s Rob’s partner in freeing the tiger. Sistine is quite rough.
The the third main event that happened is that Rob has a really bad rash that he somehow
knows is never going to heal. The rash is how can stay home and free the tiger with Sistine.
The story ended when the tiger was killed by Rob’s father. Rob, for the first time in a long
time, cried.
The theme in this sad but beautiful story is acceptance

STEP INSIDE
Hello, I am going to be Sistine, in the story The Tiger Rising.
Why is Rob always following me and being so quiet?
Why was he called to the office? I really don’t want to sit
next to Rob but I have to. What “thing” is he going to show
me? Rob found tiger in the woods how did it get there? I want
Rob to free the tiger but why doesn’t he want to? But he
does have a point. We don’t have the keys. The next day I was
pulled over by Rob again to free the tiger. I thought it was
worthless because we didn’t have the keys. Then he told me he
had the keys. I asked where he got them and he said he got
them from Beauchamp. Beauchamp told him to feed the tiger
everyday. I told Did that he was scared of the tiger. I was so
sad that the tiger got killed after we freed it. I said it was my
fault because I wanted to free the tiger in the first place. Rib
said it was okay and that’s how we became best friends.

THE FICTION TIMES
Looking Like A Monster
SUMMARY

STEP INSIDE

Hi my book is the Bad Case of
Stripes. The story takes place in a city that
was made in the book.made up.
The mane characters are
• Camilla
• Mom
• Dad
The problem is that tree branches
sticked out of her arms.the first main
Event is… Beaches sticked out of her.
The second main event is she was
shaped as a pill. The third main event is
Green beans made her human. The
story ended when green beans helped
Her. The theme is eat what you like.

Oh my! I have stripes all over me
what should I do? Mom I have
stripes all over me call the doctor!
The doctor is here what will he
do to me. I have know idea. What
did he do to me I can’t remember
he said to call a better doctor.
Well call a better doctor. Ok.
It’s a old lady with green beans
I’m better now!!!

THE FICTION TIMES
Have Courage
SUMMARY
• My book title is American Chillers: Werewolves
of Wisconsin.
• The main characters are Jeremy and Colette.
• The story takes place at a library and the woods.
• The problem in the story is that werewolves are
alive.
• The first main event is that Jeremy and his
friends found out that werewolves where alive
in their world and lots of werewolves are in their
neighborhood.
• The second main event is Jeremy found a special
book about Werewolves.
• The third main event that happened is Jeremy
and Colette found out that at night if a werewolf
bites some won the person who got bitten will
turn into a werewolf.
• The story ended when Jeremy and Colette found
out that the librarian was a werewolf and they
cured her.
leavesleaves

STEP INSIDE
CHARACTER:I am Jeremy
SEE:I see werewolf’s are alive.I see some kids where
trying to scare me and my friends for know reason by
Wearing werewolf costumes but they done realize
that werewolf’s are alive for real.
THINK:I think that werewolves will,never end and
after a few years werewolves will rule the earth!I
think hunting for werewolves at night is not such a
good idea.
WONDER:I wonder why were those kids trying to
scare me and my friends for know reason?I wonder
how did the werewolves come alive and if somebody
created them and turned them real why would that
person do such a thing?
FEEL:I feel worried that one day werewolves will
surround our house and the werewolves will eat us
all up!I feel happy I found out that the substitute
librarian is a werewolf hunter not a werewolf.

THE FICTION TIMES
You can be a hero if you try!!!
SUMMARY

STEP INSIDE

The book I am reading is called Food
Fight.
The main character is Devin.
The main events are…
Devin’s mom’s reasearch is ruined and
the mothers pass codes were used to
break in.
Devin met a girl hiding in a tree in the
country side.
Devin found the person who hired people
to sabbotage the reasearch and found out
the company trying out their fertilizer
actually were making it so the farmers

I am Devin.
I feel: I feel confused because
someone ruined good research.
I wonder: I wonder who sabotaged
the research?
I think: I think somebody wanted to
fire my mom so they get to take over
the project their for their own benefit.
I feel: I feel mad because someone got
my mom fired and I was one of my
moms fellow employees. I feel good
because I busted the criminals.

THE FICTION TIMES
Don’t Give Up!
SUMMARY
The book I read was Geronimo Stilton A Verey Merry
Crismas.
The story takes place in New York City.
The main cheater is Geronimo Stilton.
The problem is that he grabs the bag when he gets to
New York and he has no money but the persons
phone the person said there were at Columbia but he
thought it meant Columbia University.
The first main event is when Geronimo Stilton dad
wanted to go to New York City.
The second main event is when they went to New
York For Crismas.
The third main event is when he got the wrong bag.
The story ended with him getting his bag and giving
there bag back.
The theme of this story is don’t give up because
Greonimon Stilton did not give up looking for that
person.

STEP INSIDE
I am stepping inside Geronimo Stilton. I see
that my Grandfather William Shortpaws
wants to go to New York City for Chrismas . I
think I should not go because when we go on a
trip everything bad happens on me. I wonder
why every body wants to go to New York city
fro Christmas. I wonder why dose everything
happen bad to me? Why can’t the bad stuff
happen to someone else? How can I make all
of the bad things stop happening to me? Think
we should never go to New York again. Why
did my grandfather want to go to New York in
the first place why New York of all places.

THE FICTION TIMES
Believe in your Self

SUMMARY
My book title is Pow the main character is Charlie
Brown.The story takes place at a baseball field.The
problem in the story is that his team keeps on
losing.The first main event that happened is that
they started to train to get better so they can
win.The second main event that happened is that
they started hitting home runs and the third main
event that happened is that the last game they won
and then they played another team.The story ended
when they won the last game finally .The theme of
the story is courage because the started to train and
face there fears when they thought they will lose but
they did not lose they actually won and then the
next game they won the next game.

STEP INSIDE
Hi my name is Charlie Brown,at the end of the
book let me tell you about my hard life as a
kid.When I used play baseball I was the
manager and I got really mad because my
team never paid attention once we were in the
biggest game of our life and we lost because
no one was working hard they were just sitting
there talking witch made made me mad.The
next day we were playing the easiest team and
I couldn’t believe it we won.Then we played
the hardest and we won I felt like the best
manager ever and then I screamed so loud the
whole neighborhood could hear me.

THE FICTION TIMES
Accept others how they are.
SUMMARY
v The book that I am reading is “SPAGHETTI IN A
HOTDOG BUN.”
v The story takes place at school and at there house and
on the playground .
v The main characters are Lucy,Ralph Papa Gino.
v The problem in the story is that Ralph the s teasing
Lucy.
v The first in event that happen was when they were
getting ready for class to start when Ralph said”I can’t
see with this poodle in front of me.
v The second main event that happened is at lunch Ralph
started to teases her because Lucy ate spaghetti in a
hotdog bun then Lucy’s eyes were filled her eyes and
she almost started to cry .
v The third main event that happen is when they were on
the bus Ralph put a crayon in Lucy’s hair .
v The fourth main event that happened is at recess Ralph
got stuck on top of the monkey bars then I was
surprised what happened next Lucy.

Step inside.
Here are Lucy’s next steps.
Think: Maybe I should go and ask Ralph to be my friend l think he
may have changed .
SEE: that Ralph may have changed to be much nicer .
FEEL: confident because yesterday l told Ralph”what you did was wrong.”
WONDER:will this happen to me in the future because if it will l will be
ready to face him or her.

THE FICTION TIMES
Always do the right thing
SUMMARY

STEP INSIDE

MY BOOK IS CREEPELLA VON CACKLFUR
A SUITCASE FULL OF GHOSTS
THE STORY TAKES PLACE AT CACKLFUR
CASTLE.
THE MAIN CHARACTERS ARE CREEPELLA,
SILLY BILLY AND GERONIMO.
THE PROBLEM IS THAT THERE IS MISCHIEF
GOING ON IN CACKLFUR CASTLE BECAUSE
OF GHOSTS SNIP AND SNAP LET OUT JARS.
THE 1st MAIN EVENT IS THAT SNIP AND
SNAP LET GHOSTS OUT OF SOME JARS.
THE 2nd MAIN EVENT IS THAT THERE IS
MISCHIEF IN CACKLFUR CASTLE.
THE 3rd MAIN EVENT IS THAT CREEPELLA IS
SOLVING WHERE THE GHOSTS ARE.

I SEE:
EVERYTHING IS A MESS IN CACKLFUR
CASTLE!
SOMEONE IS CAUSING A MESS IN HERE!

I THINK:
I NEED TO HELP SNIP AND SNAP UNTIE
THEIR TAILS!!!
THIS CASE IS GETTING MYSTERIOUS!!!

I WONDER:
CAN THIS GET ANY WORSE?
WHERE CAN THOSE PRANKSTER GHOSTS
GO?

I FEEL
I FEEL ANGRY BECAUSE SNIP AND SNAP
LET GHOSTS OUT OF THEIR JARS!!!

THE FICTION TIMES
Stand up for your self!

Summary
My book is Diary of a Wimpy Kid my
character is Greg. the the first main event was
when Greg in the story Has to do a play with is
best friend rowley and him have to do a play and
he is one of those trees that are singing and the
problem is that he Is really Nervous And did
not practice singing the song! The second main
event is when Greg was on the stage he didn’t sing
and was just doing nothing and is brother Manny
and said bobby that is how he called Greg!!!! The
story ended when he went to school the next day
role eat the cheese and he didn’t tell anyone the
heart of the message is stand up for yourself!

STEP INSIDE
I think that I need to do my
best in this play so my family
can say how I did in this play
and how much I third But I I
didn’t practice so I think I
am going yo fail and so I will
never ever do a good job and
me and role did the worst and
I feel sad and mad .

THE FICTION TIMES
Have courage and be brave
SUMMARY
My book title is Haunted Castle On Hallows Eve.
The main characters in my book are, Jack, Annie, and
Teddy.
The setting is in a haunted castle.
The first scene is when Jack, Annie, and Teddy is in a
village and goes to the haunted castle.
The second scene is when they found out that there are
ghosts living in the castle.
The third scene is when the ghosts tell Jack,Annie,and
Teddy to go to a crow cave and get a crystal.
The next scene is when Teddy uses a magic spell to
change them into crows.
The story ended when Jack and Annie got the crystal.
Then Jack, Annie, and teddy finds that the ghosts are kids.

STEP INSIDE
Hi. Im Annie from Frog Creek Pennsylvania. Reticently,
Jack,Teddy,and I wen on a journey to a haunted castle. It was really
scary. Let me tell you about our journey.
Once we got out of the tree house, we found ourselves in a village.
We asked them where the castle was and a lot of people and kids
were scared when we asked them. A maid who used to work there.
When we went to the castle, we saw some ghosts. We were so
scared. But then we figured they were kids, and one dog.
Teddy used a magic spell to turn us into crows. A girl that was a
ghost told us we needed to find a crystal. The crystal was in a cave
that was graded by crows. The cave belonged to a crow king that
was half crow and half human. Teddy distracted the guard while
Jack and me went in to snatch the crystal. Once we grabbed it, we
hurried back to the castle.

Once we were back, we tried to find teddy. But all we could find was
his magic wand. I made up a rhyme to change us back to humans.
Then a big black cloud came and into the castle. We were
surrounded by crows. Then in front of our very eyes was the crow
king. But we defeated him. And teddy came back. We changed him
into a human and put the crystal back. Then we headed home.

THE FICTION TIMES
Cooperation: listen to others
SUMMARY
The book I read was Mr.ball and his
Egg-cellent adventure.The story takes
place outside on a sunny day.The
characters are the chicken, the turtle,
Mr.ball, and Dr.dog. The problem is
that Mr. Ball doesn’t listen to his
friends. The first main event was They
go to the circus. The second main event
was when Mr.ball tries to catch the
tweety blob. The last main event was
that the animals help Mr. Ball. The story
ended when they helped Mr. Ball. Three
theme is cooperation.
Ø

STEP INSIDE
I see: my friends. Tweety blob.
My cat!.I think my friends we’re
right that I should have not go to the
tweety blobs. We should make our
own circus.I wonder why didn’t I
listen to my friends? How will my
friends help me?I feel brave because
I’m going to catch the tweety blob.
Happy because my friends care for
me.

THE FICTION TIMES

Do The Right Thing The First Time
SUMMARY
My book is called the Genius Files Mission Unstoppable, so
what happened first was these 2 kids called Coke and Pepsi
entered this thing called the genius files.The problem was that
people kept on trying to harm them for example,the first main
event was when they were on a cliff and these bowler dudes
had poison darts so their mentor… sacrificed herself to save
Coke and Pepsi so Coke was trying to save his sister who is
Pepsi so Coke pushed off Pepsi off the cliff but luckily… They
were wearing parachutes well not exactly parachutes but if I
told you they would be mad at me.The second main event is
when they were at singing sand dunes and one of the bowler
dudes made a hole for them to die and then he pushed them off
and they distracted him then threw a frisbee at him then he fell
so they used his sword to climb back up.The third main event
was when they were at the spam museum and the little brother
of the previous bowler dude trapped them in the spam heart
suddenly…they thought of a way to escape…they escaped.The
story ended when they were at the infinity room and pushed
off Dr.Warsaw into the tube to die.The theme is cooperation
because Coke and Pepsi cooperated to get to the infinity room.

STEP INSIDE
Hi my name is Coke and I am one of the students
who saw Dr.Warsaw but I realized he wasn’t a good
guy.I am a brave boy because I helped my sister the
entente time now I am the worst because one time I
was on a mission and the next thing you know I am
back on the trip to Washington D.C.,One of my traits
is selfish and that's not a bad thing because when
somebody is trying to kill you,you got to do some
bad things.These are my last words and bye.

THE FICTION TIMES
Courage:be courageous
SUMMARY
The story takes place in Greece.
The main chapters are Percy Annabeth and
Nico.
The problem is stopping the Romans from
KILLING us.
The main event was stopping the Romans.
The story ended when Leo was killed!!!
The theme of the story is courage.
The 2 nd main in the story is stopping the earth
mother.
The 3 rd main event was restoring the camp
and carrying for the wounded.

Step in side
Hi my name is Percy and I am 16
Years old.I live in camp half-blood.
I worry:
• That Ghana will rise and De story the
world!
• I think that we need to get to Athens first
or else the monsters will let the earth
mother rise and destroy the world!
• I feel safe because we made peace with the
Roman s and we defeated the EARTH
MOTHER and I and Annabeth can go to
college in peace no worry about
monsters!

THE FICTION TIMES
ANYONE CAN HELP!
SUMMARY
The book I read was Library Mouse.The main
character was Sam the mouse and the child.The
story takes place in a library.
The problem in the story was Sam and his pair
the child Tom. can they work together or will
Sam’s secret spoil.The first event that happened
was Sam the mouse lived in a hole in the
library in a wall.The second event was no one
ever met him in the library.The third event was
once a week the children met together.The story
ends when Sam decided to makes his own book
about friends.The theme was in the story
perseverance because Sam was scared he was
going to get in trouble but he was being brave
to continue what he was doing.

STEP INSIDE
I am Tom.I wonder who is
writing all the books and leaving
the books there on the table? I see
books everyday on a table.I see
tiny books that my librarian

THE FICTION TIMES
Never Give Up
SUMMARY
The book I read is called The Captive Prince
The story takes place in a castle
The main characters are the Prince,
Dessa,Fisk,Topper
The problem in the story was when the king tried to kill
Dessa with a sphere and the prince tried to save
Dessa but Dessa fell of the cliff and injured her arm
The first main event that happened was that Dessa
found kidnapers trying to get the prince she saved the
prince
The second main event that happened was when the
prince the prince rode a horse and he was hanging
from the horse and Dessa calmed the horse down and
rescued the prince
The third main event was when the prince escaped
from the kidnappers without Dessa helping him
The theme of the story is courage
The story ended when Dessa fell of a cliff and broke
her arm

STEP INSIDE
My character is Dessa
I think that it is easy to save the prince because I
saved the prince 2 times so far
I think that the king doesn’t like me because he is
trying to kill me
I think that I can’t marry the prince because the
king won’t let me marry the prince
I see that the prince is thanking me to his kingdom
because I saved him
I see that the prince gets in to trouble very easily
because I saved him 2 times already
I wonder what are these kidnappers looking for
the prince
Did the prince do any thing that they din’t like
I feel like I am in pain because I broke my arm
I feel tired of saving the prince so many times

THE FICTION TIMES
Don’t Judge People By How They Look.

SUMMARY
My book is CORDUROY. The story takes
place in the toy department. The main
characters are Corduroy, The little girl
named Lisa, Her mother and the police.
The main problem is that Corduroy looses
a button. The first main event that happen
is Corduroy looses his button. The second
main event is that the girls mom said that
she can’t have Corduroy because of his
missing button. The third main event is
that Corduroy looks for his button. The
story ended when Lisa the girl bought
Corduroy. The theme is acceptance
because Lisa accepted how Corduroy
looks and bought him.

STEP INSIDE

Hi my name is Corduroy. In my book
CORDUROY I loose my button. When I loose my
button I go to find it. After I go the policeman
finds me upstairs. He puts me back in my shelf
and I go to sleep. The next morning a customer
came to me. I could not believe it she wanted to
buy me! After she bought me she took me home
and then sowed a button on the spot without one.
I was very happy that she bought me and I felt
happy to have a friend ( She was my first friend
and I was hers too). At first nobody wanted me

THE FICTION TIMES
Take Time to Grow Up
SUMMARY
The book I read was called ANDY ALSO The story takes
place in a forest.The main character is Preston and
Andy. The problem in the story is that Preston does not
know who he is and there was already an Andy
somehow Andy tells him he was not Andy. The main
event that happened is one day ANDY was swimming in
the pool and two birds were talking about ANDY. The
second main event that happened is so ANDY went to
bush to listen what they are talking the first bird says
“ANDY Is so funny the second bird “he says funny
stories” ANDY says”I am not funny “ They say but the
other ANDY is.the third main event that happened is
“there is only one ANDY”said ANDY” did somebody
called me “ said PRESTON he is not ANDY no I am
ANDY.

STEP INSIDE
If I’am BOB I would save myself,help my friends. I would trust
good people not bad people.i will return things to there
owners. I and my friends KEVIN and STUART many years of
searching we found a master SCARLET OVERKILL. Our
mission is to steal the crown. We were excited about our
mission.

THE FICTION TIMES
Do any thing you want!

SUMMARY
My book title is about lra Sleeps Over. The main
character is lra. What the character wanted is to
know if she should bring her teddy bear to her best
friend for the sleep over or if she should not
bring.The problem was that should she bring her
teddy bear or not bring it.The character solved the
problem by first not bringing her teddy bear and
than when they got to bed and told creepy and
scary story’s lra got a afraid and went home to get
here teddy bear and come right back to hear the
story. The story ended when lra and her friend
were asleep in bed. The theme in Ira Sleeps Over is
acceptance because when she did not take her
teddy bear she accepted that she should have.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step inside
I think that l should bring my teddy bear just in case I am
scared.
I think that I i leave now to my friends house for the sleep
over .
I think that we should now tell stories to each other.
I think that we should play some games.
I see that my best friend has a teddy bear .
I see that she is getting games for us to play.
I see that we have to go to bed now.
I see that we are playing a game .
I wonder why do we have to sleep now?
I wonder can we play more games ?
I wonder when do we have to go to bed.
I wonder what are we going to do?
I feel happy because I have my teddy bear
I feel sad because I forgot to bring my teddy bear.
I feel scared because I don’t have my teddy bear.
I feel exited that I my teddy bear.

THE FICTION TIMES
Dinosaur Fossils
SUMMARY
My main character is Carch Roy.
The character wanted to find a big
meat eater dinosaurs so he would
be famous and so he can actually
feel and touch a meat eater
dinosaurs bone. The problem was
his friends found little bones but
he just found rocks. The character
tried to solve the problem by
learning lessons from his teacher
and friends that were good at
finding dinosaur fossils.

Step inside
• I'm feel so exhausted even though I did
no even find a bone maybe it is from the
heat.
• I see that my tummy is rumbling I want to
eat food right now.
• Should I ask my dad when I'm going to
my house?
• Is my mom going to be mad because we
left just for looking for dinosaur fossils I
hope she isn't going to be mad.
• I think this is the time for me to work
super hard.
• Where is the zoo I need the zoo to live
I'm coming for you animals
• I worry that my mom might of find out that
me and my daddy left to find Dinosaur
fossils
• I wonder did I have to leave?

THE FICTION TIMES
Care for others
SUMMARY
The story that I read is CorduroyThe story takes place… In the shop.
the main character is…Corduroy. The problem in the story is when
Corduroy lost his button. The first main event that happened is
when a girl wants Corduroy even when he doesn’t have his
button.the second main event that happened is when Corduroy went
upstairs to the bedrooms and he found a button.the third main event
that happened is when the police went upstairs and he found two ears and
it was Corduroy.the end was is when the girl got Corduroy and she sowed a
button on Corduroy.

STEP INSIDE
I see that I lost my button and a girl wants me.I feel
sad because I don’t have my button. I think that maybe
I can go find some buttons.I wonder if the girl will take
me home.

THE FICTION TIMES
Kindness:do not steal
•

Summary

The book is called spongebob and the

Easter parade.
• The setting is at the beach.
• The conflict is that sponge bob stole someone's boat
• The solution is that sponge bob told the truth
• The chaters are spongebob and Patrick
• The plot is that sponge bob stole a boat
• The second plot detail is that spongebob told the truth
• The theme is kindness .
• The main event in the story is that sponge bob told the truth to every
one whaching the pared .
• The main idea in this book is that when you steal someone's item
you will make them angry
• The third plot detail is that sponge bob earned the trophy because he
stole a item from someone
• 4 plot detail sponge bob float was a egg on card bord.

•

STEP INSIDE

Hi I am sponge bob and

I will tell you about how I told the truth told the truth in
the Easter prade
I wonder should I tell the truth or not .
I think I should tell the truth
I see that I have stole a float
I think I should next time I should not steal again
I see that I need to tell the truth .
I think I need to do the right thing.
I feel happy because I told the truth .
I wonder if I will tell a lie again .
I think I will do the right thing.

